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The main aim of this booklet is to exemplify standards for those teaching Cambridge O Level Economics (2281) and to show how different levels of candidates’ performance relate to the subject’s curriculum and assessment objectives.

In this booklet a range of candidate responses has been chosen from Paper 2 to exemplify grades A, C and E. Each response is accompanied by a brief commentary explaining the strengths and weaknesses of the answers.

For ease of reference the following format has been adopted:

Each question is followed by an extract of the mark scheme used by examiners. This, in turn, is followed by examples of marked candidate responses, each with an examiner comment on performance. Comments are given to indicate where and why marks were awarded, and how additional marks could have been obtained. In this way, it is possible to understand what candidates have done to gain their marks and what they still have to do to improve their grades.

This booklet does not cover Paper 1 candidate responses as it is a multiple-choice question paper. The mark scheme provides sufficient detail and the candidate answers do not require examiner commentary to expand on why the marks were given.

Past papers, examiner reports and other teacher support materials are available on Teacher Support at http://teachers.cie.org.uk
The assessment has two components, Paper 1: Multiple choice and Paper 2: Structured questions. Candidates must take both papers. Candidates receive grades from A* to G.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper 1 Multiple choice</th>
<th>45 minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidates answer 30 multiple-choice questions. Weighted at 30% of total available marks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper 2 Structured questions</th>
<th>2 hours 15 minutes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Candidates answer one compulsory question, which requires them to interpret and analyse previously unseen data relevant to a real economic situation, and three optional questions from a choice of six. Weighted at 70% of total available marks.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Question 1

1 The challenges facing Angola

Angola is one of the fastest growing economies in the world and also one of the most specialised. It had an average annual growth rate of 11% between 2002 and 2012. In 2010, the country’s capital city, Luanda, was the most expensive capital city in the world. The average fare charged by the only taxi (cab) firm in the city was high at US$50, and a standard house cost more than US$1m to buy.

Oil production plays a key role in the economy. The country produces 1.9m barrels of oil a day and this is expected to double by 2020. There is the possibility that Angola could overtake Nigeria to become Africa’s largest oil producer. The oil industry accounts for most of the country’s output, provides 97% of its export revenue and 75% of government tax revenue.

Economists have expressed concern that the country is too dependent on oil. Sonangol, the state-owned oil enterprise, is seeking to diversify. It is already involved in banking and it also owns an airline and a football team. The government is trying to develop other industries. One of these is the diamond industry. World demand for diamonds increased in 2012.

The Angolan Government faces a number of challenges in promoting other industries. One of these is a lack of capital equipment in its manufacturing industries, and another is that much of its agriculture is in the form of subsistence farming.

The economy faces other problems and three of these are connected. They are a widening gap between the rich and the poor, a lack of education, and a rapidly growing population. Some people in the country are very rich but 35% of the population live in poverty. Half of the population have no access to health care, the infant mortality rate is one of the highest in the world, and life expectancy is one of the lowest. Most of the population only experience five years of education and a third of adults are illiterate. Between 2005 and 2010, the country had the eighteenth fastest growing population which might have influenced its level of average income – see Table 1.

Table 1: Population growth, Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and GDP per head in selected African countries in 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Population growth (annual % change)</th>
<th>GDP (US$bn)</th>
<th>GDP per head (US$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Angola</td>
<td>2.92</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>562</td>
<td>11 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In 2012, Angola was experiencing an overall unemployment rate of 26% and an unemployment rate of 50% among the young. The Angolan Government was considering cutting taxes to reduce unemployment.

(a) Why is the Angolan economy considered to be ‘specialised’? [2]

(b) Using information from the extract, explain why taxi (cab) fares were high in Luanda in 2010. [2]

(c) Using information from the extract, draw a demand and supply diagram to show what is likely to have happened to the price of diamonds in 2012. [4]

(d) Explain why countries with a high population growth rate may have a lower average income than countries with a lower population growth rate. [3]

(e) Analyse whether the information in Table 1 supports the view that countries with a high population growth rate have a lower average income than countries with a lower population growth rate. [4]

(f) Discuss whether an increase in a country’s GDP will reduce poverty in that country. [5]

(g) Using information from the extract, explain two reasons why labour productivity is low in Angola. [4]

(h) Discuss whether a cut in taxes will reduce unemployment. [6]
1 (a) Why is the Angolan economy considered to be ‘specialised’? [2]

1 mark each for any of the following two:
- most of its output is oil/plays a key role in the economy/country too dependent on oil/dependent on oil/most of its resources are devoted to oil
- oil production accounts for 97% of its export revenue
- provides 75% of government tax revenue
- government trying to develop other industries/diversify

Note: no marks for produces 1.9m barrels a day/large quantity of oil/specialises in oil.

(b) Using information from the extract, explain why taxi (cab) fares were high in Luanda in 2010. [2]

1 mark for recognising there is only one firm/a monopoly.
1 mark for mentioning that the lack of competition enables firms to drive up price/firm is a price maker/price can be driven up because demand is inelastic.

(c) Using information from the extract, draw a demand and supply diagram to show what is likely to have happened to the price of diamonds in 2012. [4]

1 mark for axes correctly labelled – price and quantity or P and Q.
1 mark for demand and supply curves correctly labelled.
1 mark for demand curve shown shifted to the right.
1 mark for correct equilibriums identified either by lines drawn to both axes or equilibrium points clearly identified e.g. E and E1.

Figure 1(c)

(d) Explain why countries with a high population growth rate may have a lower average income than countries with a lower population growth rate. [3]

- May result in more dependants [1] due to rise in birth rate or fall in death rate [1].
- May mean fewer workers [1] if there is a high birth rate, there may be fewer parents in the labour force [1].
- A higher labour force may increase competition for jobs [1] may push down wages [1].
- There may not be enough vacancies [1] for increasing number of potential workers [1].
- Resources may be devoted to providing for the extra population [1] rather than expanding productive capacity [1].
• Population may grow more rapidly than GDP/average income is GDP divided by population [1].
• Population growth may be caused by low income [1].

Note: these points may be inter-linked. 3 marks may be awarded for one reason that is well developed.

(e) Analyse whether the information in Table 1 supports the view that countries with a high population growth rate have a lower average income than countries with a lower population growth rate. [4]

• Generally the information supports the view/ supports the view. [1]
• Uganda has the highest population growth rate and the lowest real GDP per head/ Kenya’s population growth rate is higher than Nigeria’s and its income per head is lower. [1]
• South Africa has the lowest population growth rate and the highest real GDP per head. [1]
• Angola is an exception – second in both rankings. [1]

(f) Discuss whether an increase in a country’s GDP will reduce poverty in that country. [5]

Up to 3 marks for why it might:
Up to 3 marks for: may generate more tax revenue [1] which can be used on spending on benefits [1] or on measures to reduce poverty in the long run e.g. education and health care [1].

Up to 3 marks for: high GDP may increase average incomes/living standards [1] higher incomes may enable people to spend more on basic necessities [1] such spending will reduce absolute poverty [1].

Up to 3 marks for: higher output will create jobs [1] this will reduce unemployment [1] with more in work absolute poverty will fall [1].

Up to 3 marks for why it might not:
Up to 3 marks for: income may be unevenly distributed [1] and so not every one may benefit from higher incomes [1] and so relative poverty may rise [1] even if absolute poverty falls [1].

Up to 2 marks for: real GDP may not have increased [1] need to adjust for inflation [1].

Up to 2 marks for: (real) GDP per head may not have increased [1] if population has risen by more than GDP [1].

Maximum of 3 marks for a list-like response.

(g) Using information from the extract, explain two reasons why labour productivity is low in Angola. [4]

1 mark each for two reasons identified:
• lack of capital equipment
• subsistence farming
• lack of education/high degree of illiteracy
• poor health care.
1 mark each for two reasons explained:

- workers will not be able to produce much if they are working with low amounts of capital
- subsistence farming tends to use poor quality resources
- poor education will mean workers are unable to work with advanced technology/will be less inventive/will lack skills
- poor health care may result in workers being off sick/being tired.

(h) Discuss whether a cut in taxes will reduce unemployment. [6]

Up to 4 marks why it might:
Up to 3 marks for: a cut in income tax will increase disposable income [1] this may increase the incentive to work [1] a greater incentive may reduce voluntary/frictional unemployment [1].

Up to 3 marks for: a cut in corporation tax will increase the profit firms can keep [1] this may encourage firms to expand [1] and so take on more workers [1].

Up to 3 marks for: a reduction in income tax and indirect taxes will increase purchasing power [1] this may increase demand [1] and so cyclical unemployment may fall [1].

Up to 4 marks why it might not:
Up to 3 marks for: firms may not spend extra profits on expansion [1] if they lack confidence [1] that they will sell the extra output [1].

Up to 3 marks for: consumers may not spend extra income [1] if they lack confidence [1] instead they may save the extra income [1].

Up to 3 marks for: tariffs may be cut [1] which may increase imports [1] and raise unemployment, at least, in the short run [1].

Up to 3 marks for: government spending may fall [1] due to less revenue [1] and as a result cyclical unemployment may stay unchanged/increase [1].

Up to 3 marks for: higher demand may cause inflation [1] may result in workers pressing for wage rises [1] firms may make workers redundant to cut costs [1].

Up to 3 marks for: a cut in taxes on firms may encourage firms to use more capital-intensive methods (1) resulting in lower demand for labour (1) causing technological unemployment (1)

Up to 2 marks for: frictional and structural unemployment may not fall [1] if unemployed workers are still occupationally and/or geographically immobile [1].

Maximum of 3 marks for a list-like response.
Example candidate response – grade A

1. a. The Angolan economy is considered to be specialised because most of the country’s output depends on one good only, which is oil.

2. b. Taxi fares in Jamaica were high in 2010 because there is only one taxi firm in the city, therefore there is a monopoly, which makes it possible for the firm to charge high prices because there are no other options.

1. c. 

\[ P \]
\[ \text{WORLD DEMAND FOR DIAMONDS} \]
\[ S \]
\[ P_2 \]
\[ P_1 \]
\[ D \]
\[ D' \]

therefore

Demand increased therefore \( Q \) from \( Q_1 \) to \( Q_2 \)

therefore prices also increased from \( P_1 \) to \( P_2 \).

1. d. Countries with a high population growth rate may have a lower average income than countries with a lower population growth rate because the total sum of incomes will have to be divided by a larger population to calculate the average income. Also, population growth happens when birth rate increases and death rate decreases, increasing the dependency ratio, as less people will be working, therefore average incomes will be lower.

1. e. Uganda, which has the highest percentage of population growth amongst the listed countries has the lowest average income and South Africa which has the lowest percentage change of population growth has the highest average income so they support the view that countries with a high population growth rate have a lower average income than countries with a lower population growth rate, but Angola’s population growth (annual change) is higher.
1. The gross domestic product is the measure for the total output in a given area for a given time. If GDP increases, it means there is a high output, which means high demand for the goods in the country. High demand means more profit for firms so they might increase their workforce and decrease unemployment and poverty. High aggregate demand in a country also means higher tax revenues for governments which can be used to produce more public goods and services, such as health care and education that will decrease poverty and living standards. However, an increase in GDP may not reduce poverty if only a few people benefit, widening the gap between rich and poor even more.

   Also, if GDP increases without an increase in living standards (e.g., health care) and education, the poor will stay poor because of lack of productivity caused by poor health and lack of skills and qualifications necessary to find a job and earn income.

2. The population in Angola lacks education, necessary for people to learn more skills and qualifications to improve efficiency and thus productivity. They also lack health care, which means people will be ill more often and for longer periods of time, decreasing productivity.

3. A cut in taxes means firms will earn more profit because they will have a smaller tax on profits made and they might use that profit to
Examiner comment – grade A

(a) The answer might have provided more evidence but it does note that most of Angola’s output is oil. (1/2)

(b) A brief but pertinent answer which recognises the significance of there being only one taxi firm in Luanda. (2/2)

(c) An accurate and well-labelled diagram is produced here. As the question asks candidates to ‘draw a demand and supply diagram to show what is likely to have happened to the price of diamonds in 2012’ it was not necessary to provide written comments. (4/4)

(d) A perceptive answer which recognises how average income is calculated and explains the impact that a high population growth rate may have on the dependency ratio. (3/3)

(e) There is a good approach here to the question. The candidate’s answer provides an accurate interpretation of the table to draw the conclusion that most of the evidence does support the view. It backs this up with relevant data and mentions an exception. (4/4)

(f) This is again a strong answer. There are clear analytical links established between higher GDP, total demand, unemployment, tax revenue and poverty. The discussion then goes on to consider why an increase in GDP may not reduce poverty. This recognises that not everyone may benefit and that the poor may not be able to gain employment. (5/5)

(g) Two relevant reasons are identified. The explanation is stronger on the lack of education but is just sufficient on health care. (4/4)
This is good on why a cut in taxes may reduce unemployment, recognising the possible effect on the ability and incentive for firms to take on more workers to increase output. It starts examining the alternative possibility well by mentioning that firms may employ more machinery than workers. It comes close to making a relevant point about how people may not spend more but this could have been clearer. For example, it might have been linked to cuts in income tax rates or to what products the cuts in indirect taxes are affecting. (5/6)

Total mark awarded = 28 out of 30
Example candidate response – grade C

1. a) The economy is considered to be specialized since according to them, they can double the output of oil from 1 barrel, which means that they will be using their resources more efficiently as the labour is likely to be more productive and only because of specialization output can be increased.

b) Since the demand is said to be said to be the most expensive capital in the world so along with other expenses such as housing the cost of operating a taxi also has to be high. Since the operating charges are high, the fees are also going to be higher.

c) Since the demand has increased the supply has also increased along with the price of the diamonds.

d) Countries which have started having lower population growth rate have their population more educated and skilled which helps them get jobs with better pay and which increases the average income. Since the population has not been increased, and the increased income of government is also divided between fewer people which also helps them to increase average income rate.
c) Yes, countries with lower population growth changes have their GDP higher and GDP per head as well as the labour gets more productive and skilled and educated the population growth starts to fall but then people who are extremely rich also help to increase the average income and in some countries inequality is usually more than others.

f) GDP is the measure of the total output of a country when the GDP increases this means that more goods is produced and to produce more goods more labour are required as higher productive labour as well when the GDP starts increasing sometimes when the GDP seems to be increasing investors can see better future and they want to expand by investing more and they employ more labourers or increase wage rates to attract skilled labourers which also increases the employment and when the GDP increases along with employment the country's revenue also starts to increase which increases public sector expenditures to infrastructure and it further more boosts employment which help to get out of poverty.

g) The population rate is rising and people aren't educated and skilled which decreases their efficiency and labour productivity

the capital lacks in the country because of which companies cannot use machinery and equipment
Examiner comment – grade C

(a) The answer appears to be uncertain of the meaning and significance of specialisation. There is a confusing statement at the end that ‘only because of specialisation output can be increased’. This apparent lack of understanding of the term resulted in the candidate not being able to address the question directly. (0/2)

(b) The answer does not pick up on the reference to a specific year and so does not concentrate on the particular reason why taxi fares were high in that year. Closer attention to the wording of the question was required. (0/2)

(c) The diagram shows the demand curve shifting to the right. The axes and the demand and supply curves are accurately labelled. By shifting the supply curve to the left it does, however, not get the new equilibrium correct. (3/4)

(d) There is some awareness here of the nature of average income. Points, such as the level of education people will have, are asserted rather than explained. (1/3)

(e) The answer concludes that the data supports the view but does not provide any evidence to back up this finding. Indeed, most of the answer is not making use of the information in Table 1. (1/4)

(f) This answer contains some good economics and analytical links provided between an increase in a country’s GDP and a fall in poverty via a rise in employment. It is, however, a one-sided answer. There is no attempt to examine why poverty may fall and so a discussion is not established. (3/5)

(g) A good answer. The impact of a lack of education on skills and efficiency is brought out and the effect of a lack of capital equipment on workers’ ability to increase output is explained. (4/4)

(h) The reference to ‘since they save more’ might be clearer. The implication is that people will have more money to spend. The answer is, nevertheless, reasonable on why a cut in taxes may reduce unemployment. Again, however, the candidate does not pay careful attention to the command word at the start of the question and, as a result, a one-sided answer is provided. (3/6)

Total mark awarded = 15 out of 30
1. a. Because Angola is one of the fastest growing economies in the world, it had an average annual growth rate of 11% between 2002 and 2012. In 2010, the country’s capital city, Luanda, was the most expensive capital city in the world. For example, the average fare charged by the only taxi firm in the city was very high at US $50.

1. b. Oil production plays the key role in the economy. The oil industry accounts for most of the country’s output, provides 97% of its export revenue, and 75% of government tax revenue. The taxi fares were high in Luanda in 2010 because the tax was so high so the tax increase, the price of oil increased and the oil industry accounts for most of the country’s output.

1. c. Look at this demand and supply diagram. We know that:

1. d. Because countries with high population growth rate are all developing countries, this kind of country have high death rate and high birth rate, and the most of the people in this country get a income as the primary factor. A lot of them are unskilled labourers, so the GDP is low, but the country with a lower population growth.
Rate have lower death rate and lower infant mortality rate and.
This kind of country have more skill workers and lower
unemployment.

1. e. Because the country with a high population growth rate, most
of them work at the primary factor the income of
primary factor is very low and most of the people in it
are unskill labours so the income in this kind of country
is lower the countries with a lower population growth rate.

1. f. An increase in a country's GDP means the living
standard of this country's people become better than
before and the average cost increase, the
income increase, that means more poor and the unemployment
decrease that means less people lived in hungry and
poor level so the poor number of poor decrease, poverty
reduce in that country.

1. g. Some people in the country are very rich but 35% of
population live in prove poverty and half of the population
have no access to health care. Most of the population
only experience five years of education and a third
of adults are illiterate, so most people in this
country are not healthy and were unskilled. So the
labour productivity is low in Angola.

1. h. If the taxes reduce the price of goods will
decrease too so people can use the same value
of money to buy more things and more people
can have the chances to study and more more
people can have enough food and become healthy.
so the unemployment will decrease too because of the
dereduction of taxes.
Examiner comment – grade E

(a) The candidate is lifting information from the extract but it is neither interpreted nor related to the question. (0/2)

(b) Some of this answer would have been more relevant to question 1(a). Again, the answer does not directly answer the question. (0/2)

(c) The axes and the demand and supply curves are labelled accurately. Unfortunately, the supply curve rather than the demand curve is shifted to the right. (2/4)

(d) There is some awareness shown of the causes of a high population growth rate but there could have been more direct links established between a change in population and a change in average income. (1/3)

(e) The candidate, unfortunately, does not answer the specific question set. There is no reference to the information in Table 1. (0/4)

(f) This is a relevant answer but it is one-sided. The candidate recognises that living standards may rise due to higher income and that unemployment may fall. These points might have been developed further and the reasons why a higher GDP may not reduce poverty is not covered. (2/5)

(g) This is a good answer. Two relevant reasons are identified and the reason why a lack of education leads to low productivity is explained. (3/4)

(h) The answer starts quite well by recognising that lower taxes may reduce prices. The link to lower unemployment is not established and the answer does not cover any other points. (1/6)

Total mark awarded = 9 out of 30
Question 2

A number of economies are devoting more of their resources to the provision of health care. Due to the economic problem, this involves them having to make difficult choices.

(a) What is meant by the ‘economic problem’? [2]

(b) Using a production possibility curve diagram, explain why choices have to be made as to how to allocate resources. [6]

(c) Explain how resources are allocated differently in market and mixed economic systems. [4]

(d) Discuss whether an economy would benefit from an increase in the provision of health care. [8]

Mark scheme

2

(a) What is meant by the ‘economic problem’? [2]
2 marks for wants exceeding resources or wants are unlimited/infinite whilst resources are limited/finite or 1 mark for limited resources or scarcity.

(b) Using a production possibility curve diagram, explain why choices have to be made as to how to allocate resources. [6]

Up to 3 marks for the diagram:
• 1 mark for axes correctly labelled in terms of two different products or types of products.
• 1 mark for curve or downward sloping line – drawn to the axes.
• 1 mark for showing a trade off.

Figure 2(b)

Up to 3 marks for written comments:
• definition of opportunity cost (1)
• recognition choice arises because of scarcity (1)
• example based on the diagram: if an economy produces e.g. 200 units of B it cannot produce 150 units of Product A (1)
• recognising that if an economy chooses to allocate more resources to making one product, it has to allocate fewer resources to another product/chooses to make more of one product it has to produce less of another product (2).
(c) Explain how resources are allocated differently in market and mixed economic systems. [4]

**Up to 3 marks on market economy:**
1 mark for recognising that in a market economy the price system allocates resources.

1 mark for referring to the rate of demand and supply in a market economy/consumer sovereignty.

1 mark for role of the profit motive in a market economy.

1 mark for resources are allocated by the private sector/there is no government intervention.

**Up to 3 marks on mixed economy:**
1 mark for recognising the price system determines the allocation of some resources in a mixed economy.

1 mark for recognising that the government decides on the allocation of some resources in a mixed economy e.g. governments produce public goods, governments produce or subsidise merit goods and tax demerit goods.

1 mark for recognising there is both a private and public sector.

(d) Discuss whether an economy would benefit from an increase in the provision of health care. [8]

**Up to 6 marks for why it might:**
Up to 3 marks for: likely to improve the health of workers [1] this should raise labour productivity [1] and so increase output/GDP [1].

Up to 3 marks for: possible reduction in birth rate [1] this may increase the labour force [1] and reduce dependency ratio [1].

Up to 2 marks for: likely to increase the quality of life/standard of living [1] which should increase life expectancy [1]

Up to 2 marks for: more people are likely to be employed in health care [1] this may reduce unemployment [1].

Up to 2 marks for: may make an economy a more attractive destination for FDI [1] which may provide a number of benefits e.g. advances in technology, higher employment [1].

**Up to 6 marks for why it might not:**
Up to 3 marks for: if resources are fully employed [1] it will involve an opportunity cost [1] e.g. fewer resources may be devoted to education [1].

Up to 3 marks for: may reduce the death rate [1] this may increase dependency ratio [1] and increase the cost of pensions [1].

Up to 3 marks for: more health care may be provided but the quality may not rise [1] population may increase by more than the extra provision [1] inefficiency may rise [1].

Maximum of 4 marks for a list-like response.
Example candidate response – grade A

2. a. The economic problem is that there is a scarcity in resources and unlimited demands i.e. resources are finite whereas wants are infinite.

b. The production possibility curve shows us that there is an opportunity cost in allocating resources in an economy. Thus, the next best alternative forgone when choosing something. The curve shows the maximum amount of resources available to a firm or an individual when allocating resources. They can use the amount of resources water or on the curve but cannot above as resources are finite. The curve shows that if more resources are used in producing good B (at B₂) then less resources are allocated to good A (A₁). The opportunity cost hence is the amount of good A that could have been produced. Vice versa, if more of good A’s are produced (A₃) less of good B is produced (B₃).

c. In a market system, resources are allocated due to consumer sovereignty or in other words, consumers are the ones who decide what, how and whom to produce allocate resources in production. This is
d. An increase in government provision of health care can be both beneficial and disadvantageous to an economy.

In terms of benefits, firstly, an increase in provision of health care would significantly improve health aspects and the standard of living. This includes lower infant mortality rates, longer life expectancy, lower death rate and less number of people getting sick.

This leads to the second benefit. If there are less people getting sick and more people living at a higher age, then there would be less people absent from work. This would increase labour productivity, leading to an increase in outputs by many firms and ultimately an increase in GDP hence stimulatory economic growth.
Examiner comment – grade A

(a) A relevant description of the economic problem is provided. (2/2)

(b) This is a good answer with strong written comments which explained well how a production possibility curve (PPC) shows how choices have to be made as how to allocate resources. Its only shortcoming is that the PPC is not drawn to the axes. (5/6)

(c) A clear, well written answer which makes a good contrast between how resources are allocated in market and mixed economic systems. (4/4)

(d) A well-structured answer which makes good use of relevant economic theory and concepts including opportunity cost and productivity in considering both the advantages and disadvantages of an increase in the provision of health care. (8/8)

Total mark awarded = 19 out of 20
Example candidate response – grade C

2 a  The economic problem is scarcity of resources. In the world, there are an unlimited amount of wants and needs. But, there are only limited number of resources, so the economic problem is fulfilling these wants with limited resources.

2 b  Allocating resources are important so that they are utilised in the best way possible, in a way most beneficial for that economy. Taking two goods, A and B, you can see how resources allocation can change and vary. If resources for A increase that means that more of A will be produced and less of B. This brings in opportunity cost, which is the next best alternative forgone or given up. In this case, the

2 b  Opportunity cost is the production of B being higher. Resource allocation helps determine the best decisions for an economy.

2 c  In a free market economy, resources are all allocated by private owners and done by firms in the private sector with no government involvement. For this determination, as are other elements such as production and investment. A mixed economy consists the enlistment of both the private and state sectors so resource allocation is done by both sectors by which the economy is also directed.
Provision of health care seems obviously beneficial, in which it is. An increase in it could stabilize the death rate and infant mortality rate of an economy. Also, just reducing sickness and disease can be beneficial for not only a specific person but the whole economy so that they are not infected. People would feel more safe assured by more health care that their well-being is assured. However, in some ways, it can be a cost. An increase in the provision would cost a lot more to be facilitated so costs would increase. Plus, many poor people wouldn’t be able to afford the severe high costs, giving them an unfair disadvantage and increasing chances of getting diseases if not medically treated properly. It depends on the type of economy. A developing economy would benefit from more health care because they are more prone to diseases but levels of poverty occur higher in developing economies.

Examiner comment – grade C

(a) The answer recognises that the problem is that wants are unlimited whilst resources are limited. (2/2)

(b) The diagram is not strong. It could have been taken to be a straight line production possibility curve if it had been drawn to the axes. The labelling of A and B is rewarded as two products as the text makes clear that these two letters refer to two distinct products. The written comments bring out the meaning of opportunity cost. The answer also touches on changing resource allocation although it might be more explicit on how fewer resources would be available to produce Good B. (3/6)

(c) The comments here are relevant but more depth to the answer would have been useful. For example, in connection with a market economy, the role of the price mechanism might have been brought out and, in connection with a mixed economy, how resources are allocated by the two sectors might have been explained. (2/4)

(d) This answer recognises how an increase in the provision of health care may improve the health of people but at a cost. It is, however, a rather generalised answer which does not include enough relevant economic concepts for a higher mark. The last points mentioned in connection with a developing economy are not adequately explained. Generally the answer requires more width and depth. (3/8)

Total mark awarded = 10 out of 20
### Example candidate response – grade E

2. **(a)** The means are unlimited wants and limited resources.

   ![Graph showing supply and demand]  

   **(b)** Because when the allocators allocate resources, maybe they will get the less resources or get more resources. So if the resources are less and less, the choice of them will decrease, but they can allocate more resources, the choice of them will rise.

   ![Graph showing supply and demand]

   **(c)** In the market economic systems, the resources are allocated by the private person, because the market economic system controlled by people and personal, there are not the government controlled. In the mixed economic system, there are the governments and to the private personal, so the resource are allocated could by the personal and or by the government.

   ![Graph showing supply and demand]

   **(d)** Markets. Because the health care is provision, so when somebody get iller, so they need the health care, so maybe the governments would benefit from that, for example, one person get the cancer, so that people need the medical of help the cancer, and these medicine is very expensive, so it can get benefits from that. However, it’s maybe not. Because even if the health care is provision, and when someone get the little iller, so maybe they doesn’t need the health care, so they can get the grant, so that the economy wouldn’t benefit from that.
Examiner comment – grade E

(a) A brief but relevant description. (2/2)

(b) The diagram has the possible shape of a production possibility curve. The labelling is, however, that of a demand and supply diagram and no trade off is shown. The written comments are too vague. (1/6)

(c) The points might be clearer and more developed but the answer does recognise the difference in terms of the role of the government in the two types of economic systems. (2/4)

(d) Unfortunately, the answer lacks economic content. It is a very generalised discussion which does not even link to the possible effects on living standards and life expectancy. (0/8)

Total mark awarded = 5 out of 20
Question 3

3 Despite more cars being sold, world demand for bicycles is increasing. It has been estimated that the world price elasticity of demand for bicycles is $-0.18$ but this does vary between countries. The indirect taxes imposed on bicycles also differ between countries.

(a) Define ‘demand’. [2]

(b) Explain three likely causes of an increase in demand for bicycles. [6]

(c) Analyse why the demand for a product may be more price elastic in one country than in another country. [6]

(d) Discuss whether a government should impose indirect taxes only on products with inelastic demand. [6]

Mark scheme

3 (a) Define ‘demand’.
   2 marks for the willingness and ability to buy a product or 1 mark for either willingness or ability to buy.

(b) Explain three likely causes of increase in demand for bicycles. [6]

   1 mark each for three causes identified e.g.:
   - rise/fall in income (may be regarded as a normal or an inferior good)
   - rise in the price of other forms of transport
   - a greater desire to be fit/tastes
   - rise in population size
   - a successful advertising campaign

   1 mark each for three explanations e.g.:
   - with higher incomes, people are more able to buy bicycles
   - cycling is a substitute for bus travel
   - cycling is used both for transport and for leisure
   - a larger population will mean there are more people to buy bicycles
   - a successful advertising campaign will persuade more people to buy bicycles.

Note: accept any valid reason which would shift the demand curve for bicycles to the right but do not accept a change in price or a change in supply of bicycles.
(c) Analyse why the demand for a product may be more price elastic in one country than in another country. [6]

1 mark for bringing out the meaning of PED or elastic demand – defined or implied.
• differences in the closeness of substitutes [1] availability of close substitutes will make demand elastic [1]
• differences in the proportion of income spent on the product [1] the higher the proportion, the more elastic demand will be [1] note: also accept average income may vary in the two countries with demand being more inelastic in the richer country
• differences in what are considered to be luxuries and what are considered to be necessities [1] if the product is considered to be a luxury, demand is likely to be elastic [1]
• differences in the price of bicycles [1] demand will be more elastic, the higher the price [1].

Note: a maximum of 3 marks for identification of reasons.

(d) Discuss whether a government should impose indirect taxes only on products with inelastic demand. [6]

Up to 4 marks for why it should:
• imposing taxes on products with inelastic demand will cause price to rise [1] demand will fall by a smaller percentage [1] and so is a good source of tax revenue [1] higher tax revenue can be spent on e.g. education and health care [1]
• a significant rise in price may be needed to reduce demand [1] of harmful products [1].

Up to 4 marks for why it should not:
• indirect taxes may be imposed on products to discourage their consumption [1] will be more successful if demand is price elastic [1] demand will fall by more than the rise in price [1] a government may want to discourage consumption of demerit goods (not necessary to use the term) [1] also may want to discourage consumption of imports [1] in practice it may be difficult to estimate PED (1).
• some products with inelastic demand are basic necessities (1) and so imposing indirect taxes on them will harm the poor (1) indirect taxes are often regressive (1).
### Example candidate response – grade A

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3</th>
<th><strong>a</strong> Demand is the quantity of goods and services that consumers are willing and able to buy at different price levels over time.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>b</strong> Increase in demand for bicycles can be a reduction in income tax, consumers will have a higher level of income and disposable income, thus spending power increases, consumers are more willing and able to purchase bicycles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A increase in the price of substitute of bicycles will increase bicycle demand. For example, if the price of cars and public transport increases, this makes bicycles more affordable in comparison to other good other types of transport, so the demand for bicycles will increase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>An increase in tastes and preferences towards cycles can be from a public government campaign for the use of bicycles and advertisements that promote the use of bicycles for transport is healthy, so more people will want to travel with bicycles because they are influenced by the mass advertisements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>c</strong> The demand of a good can be more price elastic in one country. Price elasticity of demand is the responsiveness of quantity demanded to a change in price. If the PED is lower than 1, it is inelastic. If it is bigger than 1, the product is elastic. In one country, a good can be more elastic, and have a greater responsiveness to a change in price due to some reason. Firstly, the product can be a luxury or necessity. A necessity is a product the consumer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
must buy on a everyday basis, like toilet paper. They are relatively cheaper and the demand tends to be price inelastic. If the product is a luxury, it will be price elastic because people consider do not normally buy them, and is quick to switch to another product if the price it too high. For example, like diamonds are price elastic.

If the good has many substitutes, the price will be price elastic because consumers can quickly search out for an alternative if the price is too high. Products like batteries have many substitute. If it doesn't have a lot of substitutes, the consumers will have a hard time finding replacements, so the product will be price inelastic.

If the goods take up a large proportion of household income, it will be price inelastic.

(a) If the government It is relatively cheaper than other needs, so people can choose to not buy it.

(b) If the government imposes indirect tax, like VAT or sales tax on inelastic goods, the goods become less price inelastic. If the product becomes relatively more expensive, the price of the product will increase. However, an inelastic demand that product has a small response to changes in price. To quantity demanded, the quantity demanded from consumers will only decrease by a little of price increases. If the good is a demand good, the firm will receive a higher income revenue, which encourages other firms to produce demand goods, since their profits increase.
Examiner comment – grade A

(a) A succinct and clear definition bringing out both the willingness and ability to purchase a product. (2/2)

(b) The answer starts by explaining how a reduction in income tax can increase the ability of consumers to buy bicycles. The effect of the relative price of different forms of transport is well explained. A relevant reason is given for a change in tastes and preferences and it is explored. (6/6)

(c) The answer starts with an accurate definition of price elasticity of demand and then goes on to analyse three relevant reasons for differences in elasticity in different countries. In each case, the candidate correctly analyses how the influencing factors affect the degree of price elasticity of demand. (6/6)

(d) The effect of the impact of imposing taxes is explained in terms of price and quantity. This is followed by a confused discussion in relation to demerit goods and firms’ revenues and profits. At the end the answer becomes relevant again by examining the effect on government revenue. (4/6)

**Total mark awarded = 18 out of 20**
Example candidate response – grade C

3 a) Demand is the willingness and the ability for people to purchase goods and services that they need and want.

3 b) An increase in demand may be caused by the increase in people's income because as people's disposable income increases, there purchasing power increases as well and so they will be able to purchase more bikes.

Another reason would be price reduction. As I study, studied in demand and supply, demand would only increase if the prices of goods and services decreased. Another reason would also be that reduction in tax rates if taxes were reduced then people’s disposable income would increase and they now be able to spend more on bicycles.
3 c) Price elastic would depend only on the demand of consumers themselves towards the products. And that why it is very important for the business to do the PED test before they sell their products to see whether they are price elastic or price inelastic. In some countries people would demand if demand would increase towards Cars that would make prices more elastic where as in some other countries demand would mostly increase towards bikes which would make cars less price elastic. A number which is greater than 1 would be said elastic so business should decrease price and a number which is less than 1 is price inelastic in which business should increase prices to increase profit.

As it said in the case the price of the bic is inelastic with is 0.8 but in other countries it may be elastic.

3 d) Indirect taxes are taxes imposed on products so people will pay tax as they buy products. Example would be VAT or excise duties. imposing indirect taxes only on products
Examiner comment – grade C

(a) An accurate definition is provided. (2/2)

(b) The answer starts well by explaining how an increase in income may increase demand for bicycles. It then, unfortunately, mentions a price reduction. This would cause an extension in demand rather than an increase in demand. The last reason given is essentially a repetition of an increase in purchasing power. (2/6)

(c) This answer writes around the question. There is uncertainty shown about what is required and, as a result, some vague statements are made. There is a hint of awareness that cars may be regarded as more essential in some countries. Towards the end, the candidate is seeking to answer a different question i.e. how should a business use knowledge about price elasticity of demand. (1/6)

(d) The answer makes some relevant points on both sides. It recognises that indirect taxes raise government revenue and may discourage consumption of e.g. alcohol. It also explains the extent of the effect on people and firms and the regressive nature of indirect taxes. Some points might be clearer, in particular, the comment on who pays indirect taxes. (5/6)

Total mark awarded = 10 out of 20
3. a. Demand is the willingness of a person to buy a particular product.

b. The likely cause that the demand for bicycles increased because people majority of people can afford by bicycle but not cars as car is way more expensive than bicycle. Big bicycle are much less which means that no need to fill up the fuel which indeed makes sure that their are less expense of bicycle than a car. The best thing among bicycle is that it can be driven by any age of person unlike to drive a car we need to have a license to ensure that we are instructed to how to drive a car.

c. The demand for products vary from country to country as their income is also different, e.g. if a country as Pakistan buys bike more than car this can assure us that the demand for bike in Pakistan is more than is due to the income people get in Pakistan but in United Arab Emirates (UAE) the average income is very high than the average income in Pakistan. So people in UAE drive big cars rather than driving a bike which means that the demand for bike in UAE is less.

d. A government should not impose indirect taxes on products with inelastic as because the demand for that product is already less and if the government imposes tax on that product then the number of people who used to buy that product will reduce a lot. Which further will make the firm close, which indeed will cause unemployment again.
Examiner comment – grade E

(a) This is a partial definition as the answer does not pick up on the ability to buy a product. (1/2)

(b) This answer would have benefited from focusing more on why demand for bicycles might increase rather than on why bicycles are demanded. More economics needed to be applied. (2/6)

(c) The influence of income on price elasticity of demand is identified but not explained. What the answer does is to explain how income influences demand rather than price elasticity of demand. (1/6)

(d) This is a limited answer. It recognises that demand will fall but does not mention that demand will fall by a smaller percentage than the rise in price. Indeed, this answer almost implies that demand will fall by a greater percentage. At the end there is some recognition that particular firms may be adversely affected. (1/6)

Total mark awarded = 5 out of 20
Question 4

4 The number of people employed in the banking sector in Turkey is increasing. The sector consists of a number of commercial banks, some of which are growing in size, and the Central Bank of the Republic of Turkey.

(a) Describe two functions of a central bank. [4]

(b) Explain two types of internal economy of scale that a growing bank can enjoy. [4]

(c) Analyse how the spending pattern of high paid workers is likely to differ from the spending pattern of low paid workers. [4]

(d) Discuss whether workers employed in banking are likely to earn more than workers employed in agriculture. [8]

Mark scheme

4 (a) Describe two functions of a central bank. [4]

1 mark each for two functions identified e.g.:
- issuing bank notes
- banker to the government
- banker to commercial banks
- managing the national debt
- lender of last resort
- implementing monetary policy

1 mark each for two descriptions e.g.:
- influences the money supply
- operates an account for the government which enables it to receive revenue and make payments
- commercial banks’ accounts at the central bank enable them to make and receive payments between each other and to withdraw money
• issues government securities and pays interest on those securities
• will lend to commercial banks that find themselves in difficulty
• changes interest rates to control the exchange rate
• may adjust exchange rate to influence e.g. the current account position.

(b) Explain two types of internal economy of scale that a growing bank can enjoy. [4]

1 mark each for two types identified e.g.:
• managerial
• financial
• technical
• risk bearing.

1 mark each for explanations of the two types identified linked to banking e.g.
• a larger bank may be able to employ specialist workers such as accountants
• a larger bank may be able to sell its shares more easily and/or borrow more easily from other banks
• a larger bank may be able to use advanced technology and large scale capital equipment
• a larger bank may be able to offer a range of financial services so if one is unsuccessful, it will not have a significant impact on profits.

(c) Analyse how the spending pattern of high paid workers is likely to differ from the spending pattern of low paid workers. [4]

1 mark for high paid workers are likely to spend more in total.

1 mark for high paid workers are likely to spend a lower proportion of their income.

1 mark for high paid workers are likely to spend a higher proportion of their income on luxuries/spend more on luxuries.

1 mark for high paid workers are likely to spend a lower proportion of their income on necessities/less on necessities.

Note: accept an answer which is based on low paid workers e.g. low paid workers spend less in total.

(d) Discuss whether workers employed in banking are likely to earn more than workers employed in agriculture. [8]

Up to 6 marks for why they might earn more e.g.:
Up to 3 marks for: some bank workers are skilled workers [1] these are in low supply [1] high demand [1].

Up to 3 marks for bank workers may be difficult to replace [1] may be very productive [1] and so have inelastic demand [1].

Up to 2 marks for: bank workers may need high qualifications/better trained [1] and so have inelastic supply [1].
Up to 2 marks for bank workers may be in a professional organisation/trade union [1] and this will give them more bargaining power [1].

**Up to 6 marks for why they might not earn more e.g.:**
Up to 4 marks for: some workers in banking are low skilled [1] e.g. cleaners whilst some workers in agriculture are high skilled [1] so supply of some bank workers may be higher than some agricultural workers [1] and demand may be lower [1].

Up to 3 marks for: some agricultural workers are very experienced [1] pay tends to rise over time [1] due to promotion [1].

Up to 2 marks for: agricultural workers in a rich country may earn more than workers in banking in a poor country [1] earnings vary between countries [1].

Up to 2 marks for agricultural workers in some countries may be more likely to be in a union/labour organisation [1] and so may have more bargaining power [1].

Note: the question is a general one and so candidates do not have to refer to Turkey but those answers which mention that workers in banking in Turkey may be paid more because the industry is expanding should be credited.

Maximum of 4 marks for a list-like approach.
4. a. **Central bank prints notes.** Central bank is where country’s notes are ordered to be printed. Central bank acts as a lender of last resort. That is, it may give money to the bank who are running into losses.

4. b. The two types of internal economies of scale are: managerial economies and technological economies. Managerial economies are where specialist staff is appointed to work in the bank so that produce services at low cost of production and gain higher profits. Technological economies means that they can use hi-tech technology to produce services at lowest lowest cost of production.

4. c. High paid workers spend more on clothing and luxury products than lower paid workers which spend most of the income in food and necessities. High paid workers spend more proportion of their income than high paid workers. Low paid workers can spend most of their income whereas high paid workers will not spend more in proportion but will definitely spend more in quantity than low paid workers.
4. a. Workers employed in banking may earn more than workers employed in agriculture because they are highly skilled workers. They are usually highly experienced as they have gone through many years of training. Working employed in banking also have higher bargaining power and hence can claim for higher wage rise than workers in agricultural industry. Workers employed in banking will have higher reputation and self-worth than those in agricultural industry and hence they can get higher pay. But in some countries, demand for financial services may not be developed and hence agricultural workers get paid more. People some people will be paid more working in agricultural industry may get paid more than bankers working in banking industry because agricultural workers may get be more experienced than other workers. Workers in agricultural sector industry can get paid more if the primary sector of industry is more developed than tertiary sector. Also, if the country is specialised has expertise in agricultural products, workers in agriculture industry may be paid more than workers in banking industry.
Examiner comment – grade A

(a) The answer recognises two functions and describes the function of lender of last resort in enough detail. (3/4)

(b) Two internal economies of scale are identified. There is a brief link to how managerial economies of scale may benefit a bank. There is not, however, a sufficient link between technical/technological economies of scale and a growing bank. (3/4)

(c) A relatively brief answer but one which does bring out the differences in the spending patterns of the two groups in terms of the amount spent, the proportion spent and what the two groups buy. (4/4)

(d) This is a well-structured and pertinent answer. It recognises that bank workers are likely to be more skilled, better trained, may have stronger bargaining power and may be in more limited supply. The answer then does not just reverse these points. It recognises that in some countries, demand for financial services may be relatively low, some agricultural workers may be very experienced and the country may have more ‘expertise’ in agricultural production. (7/8)

Total mark awarded = 17 out of 20
Example candidate response – grade C

Q. 14

a. The central bank is the head bank of a country. It basically provides the country with all the money as it prints the currency. It decides the rate of interest the commercial banks should charge which cannot be changed by anyone. They hold the gold reserves for the country.

6. Economies of scale, a breakdown of raw materials which makes the product cheaper, reducing the average cost for a firm. Internal economies are scale economies within the business. Technology economies: Technological economies are expenditures on technology to increase output and productivity of a firm. Purchasing economies: The purchasing power of the firm will increase giving them for capital. Financial economies: When a firm is benefiting due to financial capital which is a surplus.

Q. 15

A high paid worker will have a better or will spend more than a worker receiving a lower wage.
a. Workers working in a bank are more likely to get a higher income than workers employed in agriculture. Workers in a bank have qualifications, skilled work, experience. The demand for workers in a bank is less therefore replacements may not be found easily and even if they are found they may be less productive at the task. Whereas people working or employed in agriculture will be getting a low income, as no qualifications are required to perform the task. Non-skilled task, primary sector job. The demand and supply for workers is high. Thus workers have many people can perform this task easily having no knowledge about it.
Examiner comment – grade C

(a) The answer identifies three functions of a central bank rather than the two functions required. The time could have been more usefully spent explaining two functions. (2/4)

(b) Again the answer identifies but does not explain. Buying economies and financial economies of scale are mentioned but the answer does not explain how these could reduce a bank’s average costs of production. The candidate did seem rather confused about the nature of financial economies. (2/4)

(c) The answer starts well by mentioning that high paid workers will spend more than low paid workers. Later in the answer there is some awareness shown that low paid workers spend more on necessities. The central part of the answer could be clearer as it seems to imply that the poor will spend a smaller proportion of their income which conflicts with the diagram drawn. (2/4)

(d) The answer recognises the influence of skills and qualifications. Mentioning that banking workers are more skilled and qualified than agricultural workers is, however, the same as stating that agricultural workers are less skilled and qualified than banking workers. There is some confusion between the demand and supply of bank workers although the answer is clear on the influence of a high supply in connection with agricultural workers. Overall the answer is somewhat narrowly focused. (3/8)

Total mark awarded = 9 out of 20
Example candidate response – grade E

4 a. Central banks mainly set the exchange rate and also keep them in control. All the money of individuals from the bank is placed in central bank. Central bank also issues new notes/facsimile. Central bank also handles the rate of exchange rate in the country.

4 b. Technological Technical economy: When the work is shifted to machines and the staff has to do less count.

4 c. The spending pattern of high paid workers is different because the amount of income they earn in more they will like to spend their money, just as they may again get the same amount of money after a month. But the low paid workers spend their money very less. They mainly try to save all their money to use them when they are needing it.

4 d. The workers employed at bank will be definitely will get paid more as they are skilled a lot and the work they do should have all their focus in it as giving money on checks/loan should have a proper information of the person applying the check or taking the loan and to do a banking job people need real of knowledge. Whereas in agriculture the people are not much educated they don't need any skill or knowledge to do this work as it is very easy.
Examiner comment – grade E

(a) The issuing of new notes is identified and influencing the exchange rate is suggested. Unfortunately, neither of these functions are explained. (2/4)

(b) One type of economies of scale is identified i.e. technical. It is not explained how this would reduce the average costs of a growing bank. (1/4)

(c) The answer is too vague. There is also a tendency to exaggerate – for example, the idea that low paid workers ‘try to save all their money’. The tendency to exaggerate is seen in a number of answers at this level. (0/4)

(d) The points mentioned about skills and education are relevant. These could have been developed by examining the effects of differences in education and skills on the demand for and supply of labour in banking and agriculture. Overall the answer is limited in its coverage. (2/8)

Total mark awarded = 5 out of 20
Question 5

5 A Zambian copper mine is operated by a foreign multinational company. The company's main goal is profit maximisation. Its mine creates pollution in the area, which causes diseases and damages crops. Some economists have suggested that the economy would benefit from the mine being operated by the Zambian Government.

(a) Define a ‘multinational company’. [2]

(b) Explain one goal a multinational company may have other than profit maximisation. [3]

(c) Explain why pollution is an example of market failure. [5]

(d) Discuss whether a mine operated by the government would be more likely to benefit an economy than one operated by a foreign multinational company. [10]

Mark scheme

5 (a) Define a ‘multinational company’. [2]

2 marks for a company that produces in more than one country.

1 mark for any one of the following:
- has its headquarters in another country
- operates in more than one country
- has branches in more than one country
- is usually a PLC (but may be a state run MNC).

(b) Explain one goal a multinational company may have other than profit maximisation. [3]

1 mark for identifying a goal i.e.:
- growth/increased market share
- sales revenue maximisation
- profit satisficing
- survival
- improve the environment performance of the company.

Up to 2 marks for explaining the goal e.g.
- an MNC may try to increase its size because it will make it more difficult for other firms to buy it [1] and because the salaries and managers may be linked to size [1]
- an MNC may try to increase market share to reduce competition [1] and so gain a monopoly position [1]
- achieving a high sales revenue may enable a firm to take greater advantage of economies of scale [1] and so reduce average costs [1]
- an MNC may wish to keep shareholders happy (profit satisficing) [1] and to pursue a range of other objectives e.g. improving environmental conditions [1].
(c) Explain why pollution is an example of market failure. [5]

Up to 2 marks for defining market failure – where the market forces of demand and supply fail to achieve efficiency.

1 mark for recognising that pollution is an external cost/harmful impact on third parties.

1 mark for mentioning that market forces do not take into account external costs.

1 mark social costs will exceed private costs.

1 mark for mentioning that market prices do not reflect social costs/are too low.

1 mark for output will be too high.

(d) Discuss whether a mine operated by the government would be more likely to benefit an economy than one operated by a foreign multinational company. [10]

Up to 7 marks for why it might:

Up to 4 marks for: more likely to take into account social costs and benefits [1] rather than base decisions on private costs and benefits [1] as it main objective may be to benefit society [1] rather than maximise profit [1].

Up to 4 marks for: may have more funds to invest [1] can use tax revenue [1] this may enable it to expand production [1] and so raise employment [1].

Up to 3 marks for: may provide better pay [1] and working conditions for workers [1] e.g. shorter working hours [1].

Up to 3 marks for: may charge lower prices to domestic firms [1] lower costs of production [1] making them more price competitive [1].

Up to 2 marks for: unlikely to take profits out of the country [1] may use some of the profits to spend on e.g. education and health care [1].

Up to 7 marks for explaining why it might not:

Up to 5 marks for: may lack competitive pressure to be efficient [1] managers of the mine may think the government will not permit the mine to go out of business [1] as it would cause unemployment [1] so costs may not be kept low [1] may be a lack of innovation [1].

Up to 3 marks for: may lack funds to invest [1] government may have low tax revenue [1] will not be able to sell shares [1].

Up to 3 marks for: may lack expertise [1] government intervention may mean that it takes time to make decisions [1] and decisions may be distorted by political factors [1].

Up to 2 marks for: may be less likely to bring in new technology than an MNC [1] technology may be more advanced in other countries [1].

Maximum of 5 marks for a list-like response.
Example candidate response – grade A

5. a. Multinational company is one that produces/manufactures in more than one country.

5. b. One goal of a multinational company other than profit maximisation is to keep profit satisfaction, that is paying out a considerable amount of dividends to keep the shareholders of the company happy.

5. c. Pollution is an example of market failure as this is an external cost on the third party due to the market failing to be productive enough to not let this happen. This causes diseases and damage crops. This shows that the market was not efficient enough due to which it did not send any ideas to stop the pollution. This shows the market failed to be dynamically efficient.

5. d. A mine operated by the government would benefit more as:

→ The government will ensure safety and health standards of its workers.
3. It would give them good wages than the MNC's.
4. It will cause less pollution than the MNC's.
5. It will always consider social costs and social benefits, whereas the MNC's consider private costs and private benefits.
6. It will not charge high prices like the MNC's, even though it will be a monopoly.
7. However, a MNC's could benefit it to act:
   a. MNC's will bring in new ideas and technology for mining.
   b. It may let the government spend on other things like education and health care, which would be an opportunity cost, if it spent it on mining.
   c. It would ensure greater efficiency to reduce production costs.
   d. It might be more productive to achieve its goals of growth, profit maximization, etc.

However, the government will not let the country's citizen benefit explained by the MNC's who will charge high prices and poor safety standards. It is better if operated by a mine rather than one foreign multinational company.

The government will aim for full employment & low inflation. It will ensure that the mine operation can improve a country's trade structure, whereas the MNC's will aim for its benefits. The account of private cost & benefits and not bother how it affects the economy. Whereas the government will.
Examiner comment – grade A

(a) The answer recognises the key point that a multinational company produces in more than one country. (2/2)

(b) A brief answer which explains profit satisficing (‘satisfaction’) linked to the need to keep shareholders happy. (2/3)

(c) The answer recognises that pollution is an external cost. It then seeks to link pollution to the failure to achieve efficiency. There could be rather greater clarity and more development. The reference to ‘the market failing to be productive enough not to let this happen’ is too vague. There could have been an analysis of the market price and output relative to the socially efficient levels. (3/5)

(d) This initially appears to be in note form and is somewhat disjointed at the start. The points are, however, developed as the answer progresses. There is width in terms of both the government and a multinational company operating the mine with some depth. (9/10)

Total mark awarded = 16 out of 20
Example candidate response – grade C

| 5 (a) | A ‘Multinational company’ is a company that operates and has branches outside of the origin of the company. |
| 5 (b) | A Multinational company has many goods, one of them might be expansion. They would like to operate and much more countries and reduce unemployment. They create jobs for people. |
| 5 (c) | A ‘market failure’ consists of the social costs of the company being much greater than the social benefits. (Social costs > Social benefits) which is also called uneconomic. Market failure arises when the firms and organizations don't have in mind of all the negative impacts. Producing some products can have an effect on the country, such as pollution. Pollution is considered a social cost. And since market failure is when the social costs, which are bad for society, are greater than the social benefits, which creates market failure. |
| 5 (d) | A mine operated by the government might have more of a positive impact than if it were run by a foreign multinational company. A foreign multinational company might return and get the exchanged money to the original of the multinational company. A mine operated by the government will try and employ many people to reduce unemployment and expand the mine to create more revenue. The government will care more about the social benefits than costs. A foreign multinational company |

5 (e) A Company with a ‘Multinational company’ international business model. It is a company that operates and has branches outside of the origin of the company.
Examiner comment – grade C

(a) The answer shows some awareness of a multinational company by mentioning that it ‘operates and has branches outside of the origin of the country’. To gain full marks, however, it needed to be more explicit in terms of the company producing in more than one country. (1/2)

(b) The goal of growth is implied by reference to expansion. Although this goal is identified it is not explained. The reason why a multinational company may aim for growth is not brought out. The reference to creating employment links more to a benefit to an economy. (1/3)

(c) The answer shows an awareness of the meaning of market failure in connection with social costs exceeding social benefits and firms not taking into account all the costs they impose. Towards the end of the answer there is some confusion between social costs and external costs – a confusion often shown. (2/5)

(d) This is a clear, two-sided answer which makes a number of relevant points. The answer could, however, have included more points and more depth. For example, the impact of a multinational company closing down the mine could have been explored as could the impact of a multinational company sending profits back to the home country. (5/10)

Total mark awarded = 9 out of 20
Example candidate response – grade E

5 (a) A multinational company is a type of company which is involved in many different countries.

(b) One goal a multinational company may have other than profit maximisation would be being bigger than the local competitors. This is very important because they would want the economy to be dominated by them and not by the local competitors.

(c) Pollution is an example of market failure as it affects consumers in the market by causing diseases and also damages natural resources and scenic.

(d) Both multinationals and a government of an economy can operate a mine. To begin with, if the government decides to operate a mine they may try to keep the price low for the economy to afford. They will not think of making profit by keeping high prices, normally they will not set up the mine where the population can cause harmful diseases and destroy natural resources. Multinational would not care and set up the mine according to their best filling. As their main aim is to maximise profit, but in contrast, multinationals will need to hire employees and workers to run and operate the mine. This will
Examiner comment – grade E

(a) The answer reveals some awareness of what a multinational company is but the reference to ‘involved in many countries’ is rather vague. (1/2)

(b) The answer is moving towards the idea of increased market share but does not quite get there. The comment about ‘being better than the local competitors’, was too vague. (0/3)

(c) This answer is based on general knowledge rather than economics. It identifies how pollution may harm an economy but does not mention that these are external costs. (0/5)

(d) There is a reasonable start to the answer focusing on the goals of a government and a multinational company and how the effects on the environment may differ due to ownership. In the second part of the answer, however, the candidate does not establish why a multinational company is more likely to create employment and invest than a government. (4/10)

Total mark awarded = 5 out of 20
Question 6

In 2012, Mexico's monetary policy was successful in keeping the country's inflation rate low and stable. Fiscal policy measures, including a rise in government spending, contributed to a relatively high economic growth rate of 3.5% and a reduction in the country's unemployment rate.

(a) What is meant by 'monetary policy'? [2]

(b) Explain two reasons why governments aim for low and stable inflation. [4]

(c) Analyse how an increase in government spending may cause economic growth. [6]

(d) Discuss whether a reduction in a country's unemployment rate will always benefit an economy. [8]

Mark scheme

(a) What is meant by 'monetary policy'? [2]

2 marks for reference to decisions on any two from interest rates, money supply and the exchange rate.

1 mark for reference to decisions on any one of the above.

(b) Explain two reasons why governments aim for low and stable inflation. [4]

1 mark each for two reasons identified:
- to promote investment
- to promote international competitiveness
- to avoid lenders, workers with low bargaining power and other groups experiencing a fall in purchasing power
- to protect savers
- to prevent people losing confidence in using the currency as money
- to prevent inflation causing unemployment.

1 mark each for two reasons explained:
- low and stable inflation creates certainty/makes it easier to plan
- if inflation rate is below that of rival countries, it can increase exports/reduce imports
- if incomes rise by less than inflation, the amount that can be purchased will fall
- savers will lose if inflation rate is higher than interest rate
- may result in people resorting to barter especially if there is hyperinflation
- inflation can result in a loss in international competitiveness/reduce spending on domestic products.

(c) Analyse how an increase in government spending may cause economic growth. [6]

An increase in government spending may result in:
- higher demand [1] which will encourage firms to expand their output [1]
- higher government spending on education [1] may raise labour productivity [1] and so increase productive potential [1]
- higher government spending on investment [1] will increase productive potential [1]

Maximum of 2 marks for a list-like approach.
(d) Discuss whether a reduction in a country's unemployment rate will always benefit an economy. [8]

Up to 6 marks for why it should:
Up to 3 marks for: a reduction in unemployment is likely to increase output [1] higher output should raise living standards [1] may reduce poverty [1].

Up to 3 marks for: may improve the current account position [1] if the rise in output is due to a rise in exports [1] and exports rise by more than imports [1].

Up to 3 marks for: lower unemployment may raise tax revenue [1] e.g. from income tax [1] higher tax revenue can enable a government to spend more on education and health care [1].

Up to 6 marks for why it might not:
Up to 5 marks for: lower unemployment may cause a shortage of workers [1] this shortage may push up wage rates [1] higher wages may increase costs of production [1] higher costs can cause cost-push inflation [1] more likely to occur if the economy is operating close to full employment [1].

Up to 4 marks for: lower unemployment may increase total (aggregate) demand [1] higher demand may push up prices [1] causing demand-pull inflation [1] more likely to occur if the economy is operating close to full employment [1].

Up to 3 marks for: lower unemployment may increase a current account deficit [1] higher incomes may increase demand for imports [1] higher demand may divert products from the export to the domestic market [1].

Up to 3 marks for: a reduction in the unemployment rate does not necessarily mean fewer people are unemployed [1] unemployment may have risen if the labour force has risen [1] by more than employment [1].

Up to 4 marks for a list-like approach.

Note: accept answers which discuss the possible effects of high unemployment will always harm an economy.
Example candidate response – grade A

Q6 (a) Monetary policy is a demand-side policy which gives the government chance to pursue their domestic aims. It’s usually carried out by the central bank, to set the interest rate. For e.g., during an inflation, government would instruct the central bank to increase the interest rate and cool down the inflation.

Q6 (b) Government aims for stable inflation because they want to control unemployment rate. A high rate of inflation can cause a reduction in real value of currency and reduce the willingness for businesses to produce. With the aim of lowering cost, the businesses would lay off many workers, which cause a massive unemployment. This can be another huge problem for government as well. Therefore, they want price stability to control unemployment rate.
Q6 (b). They aim for stable and low inflation because they want a balance in trade. If the country has high rates of inflation, with fast-rising and high level of price, then the products of the home country will become less competitive since less foreigners are willing to buy. With lower export, it might create a deficit in current balance of payment which is unbalanced. To control inflation, can balance their trade.

Q6 (c). Increase in government spending could result in a rise in total output of the economy as well as an increase in aggregate demand. The supply-side policy could include, for example, provision of training scheme, subsidies to businesses and increased spending in building public infrastructures. When government spends on providing public training scheme helps the labour to get skilled and more able to adapt to the better capital used in production lines. It can lead to improvement in productivity as well as output, and helps reach economic growth.

By giving grants and subsidies, businesses are able to reduce their production costs, and they are more willing and encouraged to for example, invest in new technologies and automated production methods, which can also stimulate the total output and create a rise in GDP in real terms.

Increase government spends money investing in building public facilities. It stimulates the employment rate, and people having stable incomes due to employment. The aggregate demand will rise as well as the total output needed in response. Therefore, economic growth is reached.
| Q6 | 15 | To some extent, reduction in unemployment rate would benefit an economy; as it can raise the general living standard of the population. With lower rate of unemployment, more people are able to have stable incomes. This helps them to purchase daily necessities and essentials. It also enables them to, e.g., afford health care and better education for their family. Therefore, reduce in unemployment can rise the general living standard of population.

In addition, reducing unemployment rate also increases the real GDP of this economy. With more people being employed, there will be more contributions to the total amount of goods and services produced. Increase in output could lead to increasing rate of economic growth, with rising government tax revenues as well.

However, it wouldn't benefit the economy in the long-term. With lower unemployment rate, more people would have disposable incomes and there will be a rise in the aggregate demand. In long-term, this will lead to a demand-pull inflation, which could reduce the real purchasing power of money and cause economic problems again, like inflation.

In addition, with more people contributing to the output, there might be arise in the export as well since the amount of total output increased. Therefore, there might appear surplus on the balance of payment and disobey the government's aim of creating trade balance.
Examiner comment – grade A

(a) This is a clear and interesting answer. In terms of answering the specific question it is, however, somewhat narrow. It recognises that monetary policy is concerned with decisions on the rate of interest but does not bring out the other monetary policy measures. (1/2)

(b) The answer starts by identifying a relevant reason ‘to control unemployment’. It then goes on to provide a lucid explanation of how high inflation could cause unemployment. The second reason given is to achieve a balance on the current account of the balance of payments. This, again, is well explained, linking high inflation to a loss of international competitiveness and a reduction in exports. (4/4)

(c) The answer starts by recognising that an increase in government spending would increase total demand. This might have been developed further at this point. The answer, nevertheless, goes on to explore in sufficient detail how government spending could go on training and subsidies to firms. There are good links provided to productivity and costs of production. Overall this is a thoughtful and intelligent answer. (6/6)

(d) The answer starts well, indicating that it is going to be a discussion. It mentions that living standards are likely to rise and, unlike some answers, provides a good analysis of why. The effects on economic growth and tax revenue are also covered. The answer then examines the reasons why a reduction in a country’s unemployment rate will not always benefit an economy in just sufficient detail for full marks. (8/8)

Total mark awarded = 19 out of 20
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 a)</td>
<td>The monetary policy basically means controlling and setting interest rates on borrowing so that the incentive to pay back and borrowing would be balanced. It is set by the government and the central bank.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 b)</td>
<td>Low and stable inflation would get more people to spend more. This raises a country’s GDP and puts them economically in a good position. The second reason would be that the government wants to ensure that the lower class can afford to buy essential needs in order for them to survive, if inflation raises many people would not be able to purchase many products that they need in order to have a better standard of living, as a result preventing inflation can allow more people to afford the things they need in order to live well.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 c)</td>
<td>The three main reasons in which governments spending would increase economic growth would be that they can subsidize small businesses or other industries and this would decrease levels of unemployment as more job offers and opportunities would be available if government spend on businesses and help them expand. Secondly, government can provide public services to people such as transport and education and this could potentially help levels of poverty decrease due to being able to afford education, and make others have more comfortable day-to-day essentials such as transport, that the government will provide. Also, with government spending on the public sector, prices can be kept low so more for people to afford and people would be willing to spend more. Economic levels of the country increase by alot, and government can assure this by spending.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 d)</td>
<td>A reduction in a country’s unemployment rate can have a significant effect on a country’s economy. Furthermore, incomes will increase and as a result people would be more willing to spend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Examiner comment – grade C

(a) The answer identifies one aspect of monetary policy, that is ‘controlling and setting interest rates’. (1/2)

(b) The second reason identified is well explained. The first reason is, however, not established. It is not explained why low and stable inflation would get people to spend more and nor is it explained in comparison to what circumstance they would spend more. (2/4)

(c) This answer identifies what the government could increase its spending on to promote growth. It does provide one link to economic growth in the form of higher spending but there needed to be more analytical links to economic growth. (3/6)

(d) There are some good points on how a reduction in unemployment may benefit an economy. Higher income is linked to improved living standards and higher tax revenue is linked to increased government spending. The point about higher quality products, however, needs more explanation. The answer is also, one-sided, with the reasons why a reduction in unemployment may not always be beneficial not considered. (4/8)

Total mark awarded = 10 out of 20
6 (a) Monetary policy is a type policy by the government to smoothen economic aims such as inflation and unemployment with a help of interest rate.

(b) Governments aim for low and stable inflation as they do not want to the real value of money to increase, this is because if the real value of money increases people may not afford basic necessities goods. Moreover inflation also makes a certain group of in the economy poorer. Government abviously don’t want that as it affects the average income of a country.

(c) Even their will be an increase in government spending it may cause economic growth due to many reasons. To begin with, even the government will spend more on improving education more people in the economy will get educated and become skilled. When they become skilled they will work and earn which will create economic growth. Secondly

If the government increases spending on hospitals and other service orientated businesses, it will provide more jobs to economy. This will tackle unemployment and thus lead to a economic growth.
Examiner comment – grade E

(a) The candidate recognises that monetary policy involves the use of the rate of interest. (1/2)

(b) This answer starts by including a confusion that was seen in a number of scripts. This is that inflation increases rather than reduces the real value of money. The last two sentences are, unfortunately, too vague. The ‘certain group’ is not identified and how inflation might affect ‘the average income of a country’ is not explained. (0/4)

(c) This is a reasonable answer but more links to economic growth needed to be established. For example, how increased employment could increase output might have been analysed. (3/6)

(d) This answer recognises that lower unemployment will increase incomes. This point is, however, not developed. The comments towards the end are too vague and the link between higher employment and poor communication is not established. (1/8)

Total mark awarded = 5 out of 20
Question 7

7 In March 2012, the Indian Government increased the tariff on imports of gold. It did this to reduce the country’s growing deficit on the current account of its balance of payments.

(a) Describe how a tariff could reduce imports. [4]

(b) Analyse three causes of a current account deficit. [6]

(c) Discuss whether a government should always be concerned about a growing current account deficit. [10]

Mark scheme

7 (a) Describe how a tariff could reduce imports. [4]

1 mark for recognising a tariff is a tax on imports.
1 mark for a tariff increases importing firms’ costs of production.
1 mark for a tariff will reduce supply.
1 mark for a tariff will raise price.
1 mark for a tariff will reduce demand.
1 mark for relevant reference to PED of imports.

Note: Accept a diagrammatic approach showing supply decreasing, price rising and demand falling for 3 marks.
(b) Analyse three causes of a current account deficit.

1 mark for idea of the meaning of the current account/current account deficit.

1 mark each for three causes identified:
- high exchange rate
- inflation
- low productivity
- high costs of production
- low quality of domestically produced products
- low incomes abroad
- high incomes at home
- protectionism abroad
- lack of protectionism at home.
1 mark each for an analysis of three causes:
- high exchange rate would mean high export prices and low import prices
- inflation makes domestic products less price competitive
- low productivity of labour will raise wage costs/high prices of domestic products
- high costs of production e.g. raw material cost/results in high prices of domestic products
- low quality reduces demand for exports and raises demand for imports
- low incomes abroad may result in low demand for exports
- high incomes at home may lead to high demand for imports
- protectionism abroad e.g. tariffs make it difficult to export
- absence of protectionism at home may result in e.g. dumping.

(c) Discuss whether a government should always be concerned about a growing current account deficit. 

Up to 7 marks for why it should:

Up to 3 marks for: will reduce total demand [1] and so may increase unemployment [1] and lower GDP [1].

Up to 3 marks for: may lead the country into debt [1] interest will have to be paid [1] this will involve an opportunity cost [1].

Up to 7 marks for why it should not:
Up to 5 marks for: may move later to a surplus [1] if imports are of raw materials [1] and capital goods [1] may be used to produce products to replace imports [1] and to be exported [1].

Up to 3 marks for: may be short term [1] especially if caused by falling incomes abroad [1] will be reduces when incomes rise [1].

Up to 2 marks for: may be a relatively small deficit [1] and/or may last for a short time [1].

Up to 2 marks for: there may be more serious macroeconomic problems [1] e.g. rising unemployment [1].

Maximum of 5 marks for a list-like response.
Example candidate response – grade A

87 (a) A tariff is one kind of trade barrier that impose taxation on imported goods to make it more expensive. Therefore, there is less demand for imports and as well as reduce amount of it, while protecting the home industries, there might be increasing demand for domestic products rather than imports. Therefore, imports are reduced and discouraged.

87 (b) Deficit means when there is more imports than exports in trade. One cause could be the appreciation of the domestic currency. When the currency appreciates, it grows more expensive for others to purchase their exports, therefore exports reduce. And it grows cheaper for the home country to purchase imports, therefore import increases. Then there is a deficit on the balance of payment.

Another reason could be an increase in the country’s interest rate. This can result in an increase in aggregate demand since it makes it easier for customers to borrow. Therefore, the demand for imported goods could also increase creating an imbalance with over weighting imports.

The last reason could be that when domestic goods are uncompetitive. There might be lack of innovations and poor quality of the products existing in domestic businesses. Customers might purchase more of imported goods for better quality and less exports would be made as well since there will be decreasing demand for uncompetitive goods.
On the one hand, the government should be concerned about a growing current account deficit since it cause unemployment. Deficit means less demand in exports and more in imports. With less exports, there will be less output needed in respond and businesses need to lay off workers to reduce costs as they face fall in sales. Therefore, unemployment could arise and the total GDP could reduce as well.

In addition, deficit also cause imported inflation which cause damage to the country’s imports with higher demand in imported goods. The rising demand will lead to demand-pull imported inflation. The price level of the imported goods will be higher as well. Therefore, a deficit could cause damage to the imports as well.

However, the government doesn’t need to be concerned in the long-run if they have floating exchange rate. The deficit of the trade means there is less demand of the country’s products and more supply in excess. This can shift the value of the currency to the left and the currency depreciates. Depreciation can therefore bring about correcting of the deficit since it’s cheaper for other countries to buy their exports and they would have less imports as it’s more expensive.

In conclusion, government doesn’t need to be worried since the currency itself helps to correct the deficit and the problems caused by deficit as well.

In conclusion, I think that government still needs to be concerned since there are countries which are still using fixed exchange rate and government intervention is needed largely. In addition, intervention can be effective in correcting deficit for e.g. in the case of India mentioned the use of trade barriers.
Examiner comment – grade A

(a) The answer recognises the nature of a tariff and its effects on price and demand. It would have been strengthened by describing the effect on costs and/or supply. (3/4)

(b) This is a strong answer. It starts by bringing out the meaning of a current account deficit. Although the candidate is effectively focusing on the causes of an increase in a current account deficit, the answer does clearly bring out the reasons why a country may have a deficit on the current account of the balance of payments. There is clear analysis of the effects of a rise in the exchange rate on exports and imports. It then provides an interesting analysis of the effect of a fall in the rate of interest and a lack of innovations. (6/6)

(c) The answer tackles the question directly. The first paragraph provides good analytical links to the possible impacts on unemployment and output. There is reference to imported inflation although the point could have been established rather more. The answer then discusses why a government should not be concerned. There is a relevant discussion of how the deficit might be self-correcting with a recognition that this would not be the case if the country is operating a fixed exchange rate. (9/10)

Total mark awarded = 18 out of 20

Example candidate response – grade C

Excerpt from candidate response:

a) A tariff on imports can make imports expensive and discourage people to import goods and services from other countries and also increases demand for goods and services produced in the the country.

b) Imports are increasing because of lower demand for goods and services because of the other country which provides goods for cheaper. Inflation is motivating to spend more on imported goods.
Examiner comment – grade C

(a) The answer recognises that a tariff may make imports more expensive and implies that demand for them may fall. A number of stages in the process are, however, omitted including the impact on supply. (2/4)

(b) The answer starts by stating that imports are increasing and exports are falling. These movements would not necessarily mean that the country is experiencing a current account deficit. The answer then mentions that exports may be declining because the products are cheaper in other countries. This point might have been explored in more depth and two other causes needed to be identified and explained. (1/6)

(c) There is a slip when it is mentioned that ‘employment in the country may start to rise’. This can be taken as unemployment. There are a number of reasons mentioned as to why a government should be concerned about a growing current account deficit. These, again, might have been analysed in more depth. For instance, it might have been explained why the exchange rate may fall and the impact of a rise in unemployment. The answer is also one-sided. There is no discussion as to why a government should not be concerned about a growing current account deficit. Considering only one side in a discussion question limits the maximum marks available. (5/10)

Total mark awarded = 8 out of 20
Example candidate response – grade E

| 7. a. | Tariffs could reduce imports because it will charge more money from companies, or person who imported the gold to India. If government charged a tariff on imported gold, it will be more expensive than before, and demand of imported gold will decrease. If imported products are being reduced, current account’s deficit will reduce and lead into home balance of payments. |
| 7. b. | Causes of a current account deficit: |
|       | → High imported product amount in the country. |
|       | If country have too much imported products, it will make their current account deficit. Because they not export equally with their import, and the figure at current account is not balance. Because incoming money is higher than incoming money. |
|       | → Low tax revenue. |
|       | If government doesn't charged taxes or there lowest tax on imported products, it will make big deficit on their account, because they can't get more tax revenue from imported products, and will be deficit on their current account. |
| 7. c. | Government should always concerned about a growing current account deficit. Because if current base account deficit continue to growing and worst than before, inflation rate at the country will be increase and lead into several economic problems, and the most problem is economy crisis. Foreign exchange at country’s currency will be decrease and most as people will exchange their money, because their currency is not valuable. After that price of the products will increase and more increase that will make money unvaluable. So government should always concerned about a growing current account deficit and start to balance their current account to avoid some economic problems, especially economy crisis and high inflation. |
Examiner comment – grade E

(a) The answer implies a tariff will increase price and states that it will reduce demand. It might have brought out why price may increase in terms of the effects that a tariff would have on costs of production and supply. (2/4)

(b) The answer starts by giving some idea of the meaning of a current account deficit. It then suggests that a deficit might arise if tariffs are not imposed. This point might have been more clearly expressed and it needed development. Other causes are not covered. (2/4)

(c) The point about inflation is not established at the start. Imported inflation may occur but a growing deficit could also lower inflation by lowering aggregate demand and reducing the money supply. The answer then recognises that the growing deficit may reduce the exchange rate and explains why a government should be concerned about this. No other reasons for concern are covered. The answer is one-sided as it does not consider in what circumstances a government should not be concerned. (2/10)

Total mark awarded = 6 out of 20